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A Small Planetarium with Glass Fiber Projectors?
The New Beijing Planetarium
ADLIP HD – Raising the Bar in High Definition

Planetariums

The dome as cinema screen
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Zeiss Representatives

20 Years of Omnis Lux in
Brazil – a Success Story

Luiz Sampaio
Director
Omnis Lux –
Astronomia & Projetos
Culturais, Brasil

The new planetarium in
Carmo Park, São Paulo is to
house a ZEISS
UNIVERSARIUM (below).
A STARMASTER is to be
put into operation in the old
building in Ibirapuera Park
following reconstruction
(right).
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The history of planetariums in Bra- years and serves several generazil is also the history of planetari- tions of visitors.
In November 2003, after 46
ums by Carl Zeiss.
years, time was finally up for one
The oldest planetarium in Ibira- of the oldest planetarium projecpuera Park, São Paulo has been in tors in the world. The Model III in
existence since 1957. There are São Paulo made way for a new,
now 17 planetariums in the coun- modern projector – again from Carl
try, and they all originate from Carl Zeiss. After the planetarium itself
has been renovated, a STARMASZeiss.
This year, all of us at Omnis Lux TER ZMP will takes its place.
In Brazil, ZEISS planetariums are
are celebrating 20 years as the
Brazilian representative of the quite rightly associated with sciPlanetarium Division of Carl Zeiss entific precision, reliability, and the
Jena. Since 1984, we have been high degree of naturalness with
actively involved in every new which they represent the starlit sky.
planetarium project in Brazil, and In this sense, the “wonder from
have been able to support Carl Jena” is unique in Brazil.
Following the opening
Zeiss equally actively in delivering technical services to all Bra- of the new planetarium
dome in Rio de Janeiro in
zilian planetariums.
Brazilian planetariums are 1998 with a UNIVERSproof of the long life enjoyed by ARIUM type projector, at
Carl Zeiss projectors. Certainly, it the end of the year a secwould be an exaggeration to ond projector of this kind
claim that a ZEISS planetarium will display its amazing
lasts for ever. Nevertheless, each starlit sky in São Paulo’s
instrument operates for many Carmo Park.

Many other cities in our country
are carrying out planetarium
p r o j e c t s . Astronomers, planetarium experts and those working
on the projects all agree: the decision to take a ZEISS planetarium is
risk-free – the instruments always
meet expectations, they are excellent quality, contain innovative
technology and offer reliable service.
With its planetariums, Carl Zeiss
has made a significant contribution to the cultural development
of Brazil. Omnis Lux would like to
congratulate the company on this
achievement.
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